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3 Distributed Reasoning

In this chapter we discuss design principles for modular Bayesian inference systems
which can (i) cope with large quantities of heterogeneous information and (ii) can adapt
to changing constellations of information sources on the fly. Locality of causal rela-
tions between variables in the problem domain facilitates decentralized modeling and
inference. With the help of the theory of Bayesian networks and factor graphs we de-
rive design and assembly rules to construct modular inference systems that support
exact distributed inference without any centralized configuration and control. While
the design rules guarantee that the local Bayesian network models correctly capture
dependencies between all distributed variables, the assembly rules, on the other hand,
guarantee that globally coherent message passing is supported. With the help of the
assembly rules we can handle situations where the set of Bayesian network models
does not correspond to hyper trees, while the internals of local inference models remain
private. This is accomplished through targeted instantiations of variables with hard
evidence.

This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 we start with an
introduction and related work, respectively. Next, in Section 3.3 a causal model for gas
detection is discussed that is used as a running example throughout the chapter and
in Section 3.4 we discuss the corresponding factor graph of the causal model, which
provides a basis for the investigation of properties of distributed system. In Section 3.5
we formalize the notions of modular inference systems and in Section 3.6 we discuss the
design and assembly rules to construct modular inference systems that support globally
coherent inference. In this section we also discuss an algorithm for distributed inference
through message passing between local inference models. Finally, in Section 3.7 we
conclude the chapter with a discussion.

3.1 Introduction

State estimation in controlling and management processes, such as, crisis management,
require quick and efficient identification of critical events, as for example, toxic gases,
disease outbreaks, fires, etc. Typically, critical hidden events must be inferred through
interpretation of large quantities of uncertain andheterogeneous information. The infor-
mation can be accessed via static sensors or ad-hoc sensor networks formed at runtime
as sensors are delivered to the area of interest. In addition, we might be able to ob-
tain valuable information from humans through existing communication infrastructure,
such as the Internet, GSM and smart phones.

Information in such domains is often produced through causal processes where crit-
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36 CHAPTER 3. DISTRIBUTED REASONING

ical hidden events cause observable effects that can be used as information. Such causal
domains are inherently uncertain and can efficiently be represented through (causal)
Bayesian networks (BNs) [Pea00, SGS00]. BNs allow uniform modeling of very hetero-
geneous concepts and facilitate rigorous exact inference algorithms to compute posterior
probability distributions over hidden variables of interest (critical events), such as the
presence of a toxic gas, for example. However, in contemporary problems we are of-
ten confronted with substantial challenges, namely (i) the problem domain might be
open-ended, i.e. the problem domain is not fully known prior to operation because
new information sources can be added during operation. Nevertheless, each informa-
tion source must be captured by a node in the BN; (ii) large quantities of heterogeneous
information needs to be processedquickly using existing communication and sensing in-
frastructure,which requires large BNs that are computationally demanding. In addition,
information sources are often physically distributed which can result in communication
bottlenecks if all retrieved information needs to be communicated to a single point;
(iii) interpretation of different types of information sources requires adequate domain
models which provide a mapping between heterogeneous observations and hypotheses
of interest. In large models it is unlikely that a single designer understands all relevant
variables and relations in the domain.

3.1.1 Modular Bayesian Networks

The problems mentioned in the previous section can be solved efficiently by using a
modular approach to modeling and processing with BNs. Due to the locality of causal
relations the problem domain can be represented by a set of local BNs referred to as BN
modules, where a system or assembly of collaborating BN modules is called a modular
BN. Thus, each BN module captures a subgraph of some monolithic graph. By using
local BNmodules, each specialized for a limited inference task, adequate global domain
models, i.e. modular BNs, can be assembled at runtime as the information sources
are discovered. In addition, inference in such an assembled network can easily be
distributed throughout several machines, thus avoiding processing and communication
bottlenecks. Moreover, in complex domains it is likely that the modules are provided by
different specialized designers, i.e. local BNs capturing a subset of the relevant variables
and relations in the domain.

In a Modular BN we want to compute posterior probability distributions P(H|E)
over hidden variable of interest H given the entire set of observations (evidence) E
corresponding to instantiations of variables in different BNmodules. In order to accom-
plish this, BN modules must be able to share computed partial beliefs through message
passing with other BN modules in the Modular BN. Since collaboration of BN modules
require communication and collaboration protocols we assume that each BN module is
captured by an inference agent and that collaboration of BNmodules in a Modular BN is
facilitated through the use of the multi-agent system paradigm [Woo02, JSW98]. A major
challenge in a multi-agent system is to achieve globally coherent collaborative inference through
message passing. This is achieved if collaboratively computed P(H|E) is identical to P′(H|E)
obtained through propagation of the entire evidence E in the corresponding monolithic BN that
correctly describes the underlying causal processes.
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3.1.2 Inference throughMessage Passing in Modular BNs

In general, in multiply connected BNs exact inference based on message passing is
achieved by compiling secondary probabilistic structures, such as junction trees. For
modular BNs, corresponding to multiply connected BNs, similar structures spanning
multiplemodules are oftenused, such asLinked Junction Forests [Xia02,XPB93]. In [Xia02]
it is shown that several conditions are required in order to support globally coherent
inference in modular BNs. Firstly, the set of BN modules (called subnets in [Xia02])
must correspond to a hyper tree. A hyper tree is a graph that captures the dependence
structure between the BN modules, where each BN module is represented by a hyper
node that contains the variables of the BN module. An important property of a hyper
tree is that the variables of any non-empty intersection between two hyper nodesHi and
H j are contained in each hyper node Hk on the path between Hi and H j in the hyper
tree. Secondly, each shared variable between two BN modules must be a d-sepnode,
i.e. all parents of the shared node are defined in at least one BN module. Finally, the
monolithic graph that corresponds to the set of BN modules must be acyclic, i.e. it is a
DAG. When the BN modules satisfy these conditions then globally correct inference in
a modular BN constructed out of these BN modules is possible.

Common approaches to inference with modular BNs require compilation of sec-
ondary structures spanning several modules, such as for example in [Xia02]. In these
approaches, it is assumed that the BN modules are such that they can form valid hyper
trees. However, without sharing the knowledge about a significant number of variables
contained in different modules and their relations it might be difficult to achieve this.
This can be a critical issue if privacy of certain variables in local BNs is required1. More-
over, timely compilation of secondary structures spanning multiple modules might not
be possible if a system of modules is likely to change frequently. The compilation can
be a complex process which requires sufficient computing time.

However, this thesis we target domains which can be captured by modules which
typically share a relatively small number of variables. We propose an approach which
exploits this and supports globally coherent inference without any compilation of sec-
ondary probabilistic structures spanning multiple BN modules.

In particular, we present design and assembly ruleswhich use targeted instantiations of
sharedvariableswith hard evidence. In thisway the dependencies betweenmodules can
be reduced such that themodules togetherwith the remaining dependencies correspond
to a hyper tree. The assembly procedure of modules uses the theory on cluster graphs
[XL03,Xia02] to determine if instantiations are required andwhich of the variables must
be considered for instantiation such that correct global inference is supported. By using
these rules, we can build modular BNs that (i) preserve the privacy of dependencies
between internal variables and (ii) avoid reorganization of local modules.

We prove that the resulting modular BNs support exact distributed Bayesian infer-
ence by using factor graphs [KFL01]. Namely, a hyper tree corresponding to a modular
BN is equivalent to a factor tree, a special class of factor graphs, which allows exact in-
ference through message passing by using the sum-product algorithm. It is well known
that exactmethods for inference in Bayesian networks are equivalent to the sum-product
algorithm used on factor trees [KFL01]. While the factor trees are not directly used for
the inference in the resulting systems, we can prove that the introduced models in com-

1For example, designers of sensors want to keep internal variables private to protect intellectual property.
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bination with simple message passing schemes support inference which is equivalent to
using the sum-product algorithm in combination with factor trees.

The theoretical contributions discussed in this chapter are based on previously
published work [dOOP05, dOOP05, dOP09c, PdOM+07]. In addition, the presented
work was used as a basis for the implementation of Distributed Perception Networks
(DPN) [PdOM+08, PdON05,MP06,PdOMH06], a multi-agent system that supports de-
tection of critical events through distributed Bayesian inference. While each DPN agent
has limited inference capabilities, multiple DPN agents can autonomously collaborate
to form complex modular inference systems supporting decentralized exact Bayesian
inference. Such self-organizing systems of agents can adapt to the available information
sources at runtime and can infer critical hidden events through interpretation of complex
patterns consisting of many heterogeneous observations.

3.2 Related Work

The presented approach to distributed inference is complementary to well known ap-
proaches to inference with distributed graphical models [Xia02, PG04]. In contrast to
our method, however, these approaches cannot efficiently cope with domains where
information source constellations are not known prior to the operation and can change
at runtime. The multi-agent Multiply Sectioned Bayesian Networks (MSBN) approach
[Xia02] is a sophisticated computational framework where agents collaboratively com-
pile Linked Junction Forests, secondary probabilistic structures spanning several agents.
This, however, requires recursive processes, such as collaborative moralization, triangu-
lation throughout entire agent systemswhich involve expensiveprocessing andmessage
passing. As mentioned before, this can be impractical if constellations of information
sources change rapidly. Namely, addition of new inference modules corresponding to
new information sources might require new compilation cycles within time intervals
which are too short to obtain viable global inference structures. In addition, it turns
out that causal stochastic models of monitoring processes are often connected in such
a way that globally coherent inference can be achieved by instantiating a few easily
observable variables while the compilation of Junction forests or distributed Junction
trees introduces unnecessary computational complexity.

The multi-agent MSBN principles have been used also as a basis of the approach
in [AXC04], which makes use of Markov boundaries to reduce the complexity of in-
ference processes in MSBNs. In this approach agents collaborate to find observable
Markov boundaries. However, approach in [AXC04] does not use Markov boundaries
in the design phase and it requires compilation of secondary structures spanning several
agents. In our approach, on the other hand, Markov boundaries are used primarily to
avoid compilation of global secondary structures.

Anotherwell known approach to distributed inference in graphicalmodels is [PG04],
which introduces runtime compilation of Junction trees describing relations between
spatially distributed sensors. The Junction tree is adapted at runtime to the quality of
communication channels between the sensor nodes. However, this approach requires
Markov networks capturing correlations between the neighboring sensors in particular
settings. In other words, all information sources and specific correlations between them
must be known prior to the operation which is clearly a serious drawback in domains
where information sources are not known before the operation. Also Multi Entity
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Bayesian Networks (MEBN) approach is relevant for adaptive inference systems, since
it supports construction of complex probabilisticmodels by using BN fragments [LM97].
However, in contrast to the approaches presented in this paper and in [PG04,Xia02], in
the MEBN framework monolithic BNs are created out of simpler fragments, standard
Junction trees are compiled and centralized inference is executed. Beside exact belief
propagation, approximate inference methods which avoid compilation of secondary
inference structures seem to be relevant for modular inference systems. Particularly
interesting is loopy belief propagation [MWJ99] which, however, does not guarantee
convergence to accurate belief approximations and requires several message passing
iterations.

The assembly rules discussed in this chapter use an instantiation based approach
to prepare the probabilistic structure for exact inference. This approach is related to
loop cut-set conditioning [Pea88, Pea00, Xia03]. However, contrary to the loop cut-set
conditioning, we assume that certain variables in local models are instantiated by using
hard evidence, thus avoiding combinatorial explosion which is typical for the loop
cut-set method in the case of many loops in the networks.

3.3 Causal Probabilistic Models

We assume domains inwhich phenomena of interestmaterialize through causal stochas-
tic processes. Some of the phenomena influenced by a causal process can be observed
while others remain hidden. By understanding the underlying causal processes and
by considering the observations, the hidden phenomena can be inferred. For example,
by observing certain reports from chemical sensors and humans we could infer the
presence of a harmful gas. Figure 3.1 shows a simplified representation of a causal
process producing reports from chemical sensors and humans exposed to a particular
gaseous substance. Directed links represent direct causal dependencies between the
phenomena. The existence of GasX causes certain conditions in the air, such as con-
ductivity Cond and ionization Ion, which will trigger processes in two different sensors
producing reports ECond and EIon, respectively. The reports are influenced by variable
SCond
1

and SIon
2

which denote the interpreted signal of the measured conductivity in the

semiconductor element and ionized gasmixture, respectively. The nodes CCond
1

,CIon
2
,CIon

3

and CIon
4

represent internal sensor components. Similarly, given the presence of GasX,
the exposed people will perceive a certain smell. Reports about smell are represented
by ESmell. Moreover, Figure 3.1 suggests that different sensors are influenced by the air
temperature and humidity represented by variables T andM, respectively.

We distinguish between process variables and context variables. States of process vari-
ables are outcomes of stochastic causal processes, such as for example the states of a
semiconductor element in a chemical sensor represented by the node Cond. Context
variables, on the other hand, represent phenomena that influence a causal process of
interest while they can be considered independent of the same process. Consequently,
in a causal model such variables are always represented through root nodes. For exam-
ple, we can safely assume that the sensing processes do not significantly influence the
temperature T and humidity M, especially if we use passive information sources.

With the help of Equation (2.24) we can write the JPD of the BN shown in Figure 3.1
as the following factorization of conditional probabilities:
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Figure 3.1: A causal model capturing relations between the states of interest, such as presence/absence
of GasX and different types of observations represented by leaf nodes.

P(V) = P(GasX)P(M)P(T)P(Cond|GasX,M)P(Ion|GasX,M)P(Smell|GasX)

· P(CCond
1 |M)P(SCond1 |CCond

1 ,Cond)P(ECond|SCond1 )

· P(SIon2 |Ion,M,T,C
Ion
4 )P(CIon

4 |C
Ion
2 ,CIon

3 )P(CIon
2 |M,T)P(C

Ion
3 )

· P(EIon|SIon2 )P(ESmell|T, Smell)

(3.1)

3.3.1 State Estimation

An important capability of intelligent systems is estimation of relevant states in the
domain. For the purpose of this chapter we assume that such states can be described
through finite sets of discrete random variables. For example, values of binary variables
could represent the presence and absence of a toxic gas, etc. Moreover, we assume
that hidden and observed states of the domain, such as the presence or absence of gas
or the content of a report from a chemical detector, materialize through a stochastic
causal process, which can be viewed as ’sampling’ from some true distribution over
the combinations of possible states. In such settings the estimation corresponds to the
determination of the probability distribution P(GasX|E) or equivalently P(GasX,E) over
a set of hypotheses representedby the states hi of a discrete hypothesis variableGasX and
a set of observations E. Thus inference corresponds to the computation of the marginal
distribution P(GasX,E) by using the causal BN shown in Figure 3.1.

3.4 Inference in Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks support efficient algorithms for the computation of probability dis-
tributions P(H|E) (or equivalently P(H,E)) over the hypothesis variablesH given a set of
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Figure 3.2: Factor graph that corresponds to the BN in Figure 3.1. Each factor fi represents a (conditional)
probability distribution shown as a term in the factorization in Equation (3.1).

observations E. For example, we might be interested in distribution P(GasX|E), where E
denotes a set of observed states of the variables corresponding to the leaf nodes in Fig-
ure 3.1; i.e. E is a configuration of the variables representing reports from humans and
sensors. In principle, the computation of P(H,E) requires marginalization of all vari-
ables in the BN exceptH and the evidence variables that were instantiated according to
E. If we can express a JPD over V as a product of factors corresponding to conditional
and prior probabilities, then the computation can be made efficient by using sequences
of factor multiplications and summations over the resulting products. We know that a
BN represents a factorization of some global function that can directly be translated to a
factor graph (see Section 2.2.3).

Figure 3.2 shows a factor graph that directly corresponds to the BN shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. Each factor, i.e. local function fi, represents a (conditional) probability dis-
tribution shown as a term in the factorization of the JPD P(V) in Equation (3.1). In
other words, the multiplication of all local factors in the factor graph is identical to the
factorization in Equation (3.1).

Furthermore, it iswell known that if a factorization of a JPDP(V) directly corresponds
to a factor graph with a tree topology (i.e. factor tree), the sum-product algorithm can
be used for exact computation of marginal probabilities P(H,E) (see also Section 2.2.6).
Often, however, domain models are described through multiply connected BNs, which
can correspond to loopy factor graphs. For example, variables T and M introduce
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loops in the DAG in Figure 3.1 and the factor graph in Figure 3.2. This means that exact
sum-product propagation on the original BN topology is not possible. Consequently, the
original BNshave to bemapped to representations (e.g. inferencemodels)whichdirectly
correspond to factor trees. From Section 2.2.6 we can conclude that there basically exist
two ways of transforming multiply connected BNs into models corresponding to factor
trees:

• Compile secondary representations such as Junction trees, which directly corre-
spond to factor trees. Basically, Junction trees collect nodes from an original BN
into clusters representing hyper nodes in a tree. The compilation consists of op-
erations which are equivalent to the grouping and stretching operations in factor
graphs (see Section 2.2.6);

• An alternative approach is to instantiate certain variables in a multiply connected
BN such that it corresponds to a factor graphwith a tree topology. By instantiation
of variables the corresponding nodes and links in factor graphs are eliminated; i.e.
we obtain cross-sections. For example, if variables M and T from Figure 3.1 are
instantiated, the corresponding variable nodes in Figure 3.2 and the incident edges
disappear and we obtain a factor tree. This approach is useful if we can access the
relevant information sources which is often the case in monitoring applications
(see Discussion in Section 3.7).

3.5 Modular Bayesian Networks

BNs are an efficient representation for uncertainty and support rigorous inference algo-
rithms to compute posterior probability distributions over hidden variables of interest.
However, as discussed in Section 3.1, in contemporary applications we are often con-
fronted with additional challenges.

Such problems can efficiently be solved by using a modular approach to modeling
and processing with BNs. By using local BN fragments, each specialized for a limited
inference task, adequate global domain models can be assembled at runtime as the
information sources become available. Such modular domain models are extensively
discussed by Xiang et al. [Xia02,XPB93]. The best known approach tomodular Bayesian
modeling and inference are Multiply Sectioned Bayesian Networks (MSBNs). In this
chapter we define the concepts of BN module and a modular BN, which is a system of
collaborating BN modules.

Definition 3.1 (BN Module). A BN module ψi = (Gi,Pi) is a Bayesian network with DAG
Gi = (Vi,Ei), where Vi are the variables in Gi and Ei is a set of directed edges E = (X,Y), where
E ∈ Ei, X ∈ Vi and Y ∈ Vi. Pi is a set of (conditional) probability distributions defined for each
variable in Vi

2.

A BN module encodes probabilistic knowledge over a subset of variables Vi ⊂ U,
where U represents all variables in the domain under investigation. Therefore, a BN
module corresponds to the subgraph of some monolithic BN. See for example DAGs of
BN modules shown in Figure 3.3, which are subgraphs of the gas monitoring process
model from Figure 3.1.

2Note that a BN module is identical to a subnet defined in [Xia02].
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Figure 3.3: Modularization of the gas detection model in Figure 3.1. The rounded rectangles represent
the BN modules with a local DAG. The thick dashed edges between local BN modules represent Belief
Sharing Contracts (Definition 3.2).

The BN module ψ1 = (G1 = (V1,E1),P1) represents the dependencies between the
variables in V1 = {GasX,M,Cond, Ion, Smell} using graph G1 with edges in E1. P1 repre-
sents the (conditional) probabilities P(GasX), P(M), P(Cond|GasX,M), P(Ion|GasX,M) and
P(Smell|GasX).

Collaborative inference in Modular BNs is based on sharing of partial (local) beliefs3

over certain variables used in two or more BN modules. Two BN Modules can share
partial beliefs with each other by establishing a Belief Sharing Contract:

Definition 3.2 (Belief Sharing Contract). Two BN modules ψi = (Gi,Pi) and ψ j = (G j,P j),
where Gi = (Vi,Ei) and G j = (V j,E j), can establish a Belief Sharing Contract S〈ψi, ψ j〉 if
Vi ∩ V j , ∅. If a Belief Sharing Contract is established ψi and ψ j can share their local beliefs,
i.e. marginal (posterior) probability distributions over the variables Vi ∩V j.

A system of BN modules that established belief sharing contracts forms a modular
Bayesian network (modular BNs).

Definition 3.3 (Modular Bayesian networks). AModular Bayesian networkΩ is defined
as a tuple (M,R), where M = {ψ1, . . . , ψn} is the set of BN modules defined in Ω. R is
a finite set of BN module pairs {〈ψi, ψ j〉|i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, i , j} with ψi = ((Vi,Ei),Pi) ∈ M,

3Partial belief is a marginal distribution over a certain variable from a local BN of a processing module.
This marginal distribution is computed from the local model and the distributions over local variables known
to this module. Typically, such partial belief is based on a subset of the evidence instantiated in the Modular
BN.
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ψ j = ((V j,E j),P j) ∈ M and Vi ∩ V j , ∅, corresponding to Belief Sharing Contracts (see
Definition 3.2). The union of the local variables Vi from all BN modules fromM is equal to
the set of variables V in the monolithic BN, i.e. V =

⋃n
i=1 Vi. Every module pair 〈ψi, ψ j〉 is

symmetric, (i.e. 〈ψi, ψ j〉 = 〈ψ j, ψi〉) and irreflexive (i.e. 〈ψi, ψi〉 is not allowed).

Figure 3.3 shows an example of a modular BN implementing the model correspond-
ing to the BN from Figure 3.1. The monolithic BN was partitioned into six different BN
modules M = {ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6} and belief sharing contracts were established be-
tween the following pairs of modules R = {〈ψ1, ψ2〉, 〈ψ1, ψ3〉, 〈ψ1, ψ4〉, 〈ψ2, ψ5〉 〈ψ3, ψ6〉}.

Note that modular BNs must satisfy certain conditions in order to allow globally
coherent inference. For example, MSBNs defined in [Xia02], which can be viewed as a
special case of the definition of modular BN, the BN modules must form a hyper tree
and each shared variable must be a d-sepnode. In Section 3.6 we discuss design and
assembly rules for the creation of modular BNs that satisfy the required conditions to
support globally coherent inference.

3.5.1 Cluster & Inference Graphs

BN modules collaborate on a global reasoning task by sharing marginal distributions
through message passing. In order to facilitate discussion on how to satisfy globally
correct inference through coherent message passing, we make use of cluster graphs
[XL03]. In principle, a modular BN corresponds to a cluster graph defined as follows:

Definition 3.4 (Cluster and Inference Graphs). A cluster graph G = (C,S) captures
dependencies between BN modules. Set C = {C1, . . . ,Cn} contains clusters, each corresponding
to a set of variables of a particular BN module. Set S = {Si, j|1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i , j} contains
all possible separators between the clusters, where Si, j = Ci ∩ C j , ∅, Ci ∈ C, and C j ∈ C.

If the set S of graph G = (C,S) contains only separators corresponding to Belief Sharing
Contracts, then G is called an inference graph; i.e. S of an inference graph does not necessarily
capture all overlaps between clusters. In other words, the inference graph is a subgraph of some
cluster graph.

For example, consider the cluster graph given in Figure 3.4a with the clusters
C1,C2,C3,C4,C5 and C6, corresponding to BN modules ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5 and ψ6 in
Figure 3.3, respectively, and the separators S1,4 = {Smell}, S1,2 = {Cond,M}, S2,3 = {M},
S3,4 = {T}, S1,3 = {Ion,M}, S2,5 = {S

Cond
1
} and S3,6 = {S

Ion
2
}, corresponding to the overlap

of the variables in the BN modules. The inference graph in Figure 3.4b only shows
separators that correspond to Belief Sharing Contracts shown in Figure 3.3.

In the next section we show how cluster and inference graphs can facilitate creation
of Modular BNs that support globally coherent message passing with the help of multi-
agent systems.

3.6 Distributed Inference in Modular BNs

In order to obtain viableModular BNs that support correct collaborative reasoning also ef-
ficient communication and cooperation protocols are required. In addition, a distributed
inference system should be able to adapt to the current situation without intervention of
humans, which requires autonomous behavior; modules should form inference systems
consisting of relevant BN modules autonomously and they should be able to reason
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Figure 3.4: (a) A cluster graph and (b) an inference graph, where separators correspond to actually
established belief sharing contracts omitted.

about resource allocation with respect to sensing and processing capacity. In order to be
able to cope with such complex functionality in a systematic way, we make use of the
multi-agent systems paradigm [JSW98,Woo02]. Therefore, we define an Inference Agent:

Definition 3.5 (InferenceAgent). Inference AgentAi is a processing unit which can compute
probability distributions over variables in its local BN module ψi = (Gi,Pi), where Gi = (Vi,Ei).

• Each agent Ai maintains a set of output variables Ri ⊂ Vi and a set of input variables
Li ⊂ Vi. We assume that input and output variables are either leaf or root nodes of a local
DAG Gi. Sets Ri and Li can, in general, intersect.

• Ai computes marginal probability distributions over the states of any variable X ∈ Vi by
using it’s local probabilistic model P(Vi) and probability distributions over input variables
Lq ∈ Li.
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• Computation of marginal distributions (i.e. local inference) is triggered as the probability
distribution over any input variable Lq ∈ Li is changed or a local variable is observed.

• Each agent Ai communicates an updated probability distribution over a local variable
Rk ∈ Ri to any other Inference Agent A j , Ai whose local DAG G j = (V j,E j) also
contains variable Rk ∈ V j. Such communication results in updated distributions over a
certain input variable Lp ∈ L j, where L j are the leaf nodes of G j and Lp = Rk. This in
turn triggers computation of marginal probabilities over unobserved variables in the BN
module ψ j of A j. Note that, there must exist a Belief Sharing Contract S〈ψi, ψ j〉 between
BN module ψi of Inference agent Ai and ψ j of Inference Agent A j.

• Each agent Ai supports standard communication and collaboration protocols [Woo02].
This includes service discovery and establishingBelief SharingContractswith other agents.

In other words, InferenceAgents defined in this way support a data-driven approach
to distributed probabilistic inference.

Each global inference task depends on the constellation of cooperating Inference
Agents. In this context we introduce the concept of an Agent Organization:

Definition 3.6 (Agent Organization). An Agent Organization Φ is defined by a function
F (H,A) : A,H → 〈AH,LH〉. This function maps the set of existing Inference Agents A =
{A1, . . . ,An} and a set of hidden variablesH to a tuple where (i)AH ⊆ A denotes the set of agents
that provides domain models and information relevant for the reasoning about variables H and
(ii)LH represents a set of agent pairs which directly communicate their local beliefs about certain
variables. Tuple 〈AH,LH〉 can be represented with the help of a graph, where the nodes represent
agents from AH and each communication link connects an agent pair from LH.

Note that, the collection of BNmodules captured by the Inference Agents in an agent
organization implements a Modular BN. This means that every communication link,
used for communicating beliefs between any two Inference Agents must correspond
to a Belief Sharing Contract between the two BN modules captured by the Inference
Agents.

A global task of a particular fusion organization Φ is collaborative computation of posterior
probability distribution P(H|E) over hidden variables of interest H which correctly reflects the
entire evidence set E. This is the case if P(H|E) is identical to P′(H|E) which is obtained through
propagation of the entire evidenceE in the correspondingmonolithic BNwhich correctly captures
relations between the variables. We say that collaborative inference in a modular BN is globally
coherent.

This requires well defined collaboration of Inference Agents since evidence E corre-
sponds to instantiations of variables in different agents in an Agent Organization Φ. In
the following sections we investigate how this can be achieved in a system of cooper-
ating Inference Agents without any centralized configuration and coordination of local
inference processes.

3.6.1 Construction of BNModules

Given an arbitrarily complex monolithic BN with a DAG G = (V,E), we can create a
system of BN modules which allow distributed inference equivalent to inference in the
monolithic BN without any centralized control. This can be achieved by using simple
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design rules based on the principles of d-separation and Markov boundaries discussed
in Chapter 2.

Procedure 3.1 (Design Rules). Let DAGG of a monolithic BN be defined over a set of variables
V. From this monolithic BN we obtain BN modules, by applying the following rules:

1. DAGG is partitioned into n subgraphsG∗
1
, . . . ,G∗n defined over sets of variablesV

∗
1
, . . . ,V∗n,

such thatV =
⋃

i V
∗
i
and ∀i , j : V∗

i
∩V∗

j
= ∅;

2. A local DAG Gi is obtained by augmenting G∗
i
with all parents Pa(V∗

i
) of set V∗

i
using

Definition 2.11. In the local DAG Gi links between the nodes Pa(V∗
i
) are omitted if they

exist in the original monolithic BN.4 The local set of CPTs Pi is chosen according to the
resulting DAG Gi from the set P of the monolithic BN.

3. For each root node X in a local DAGGi, assign a uniform prior distribution if X was added
to the original partition G∗

i
(see step 2); i.e. X is one of the parents of V∗

i
: X ∈ Pa(V∗

i
).

Each resulting module uses a local DAG Gi which contains all variables that directly
influence variables from the original partition G∗

i
; i.e. each derived DAG Gi shares

variableswith at least one other DAGG j if the correspondingG
∗
i
andG∗

j
contain variables

for which direct causal dependencies exist in the monolithic BN.
For example, Figure 3.3 shows a system of local BNs which were generated from the

monolithic BN from Figure 3.1 by using the rules from Procedure 3.1. The original BN
was partitioned into subgraphs G∗

1
, . . . ,G∗6 defined over sets:

V∗1 = {GasX,Cond, Ion, Smell,M},

V∗2 = {C
Cond
1 , SCond1 },

V∗3 = {S
Ion
2 ,CIon

2 ,CIon
3 ,CIon

4 },

V∗4 = {E
Smell},

V∗5 = {E
Cond},

V∗6 = {E
Ion},

(3.2)

where variables V∗
1
are the variables of G∗

1
, V∗2 are the variables of G

∗
2, etc. Partitions

G∗
1
, . . . ,G∗

6
were used for the construction of local graphs shown in Figure 3.3.

In practice, the monolithic model might not be available for explicit partitioning sug-
gested in rule 1 of Procedure 3.1. However, in certain domains it is plausible to assume
that only a few variables influence variables in an initial partition. These variables are
likely to be identified without knowing the true monolithic model. See discussion in
Section 4.8 for more details.

The design rules in Procedure 3.1 guarantee that local DAGs capture all crucial
dependencies between the original partitions defined in the monolithic DAG G. This
can be shown through the Markov boundary:

Proposition 3.1 (Markov Boundary). By removing fromGi the union of (i) all parents Pa(V∗
i
)

of the original partition G∗
i
and (ii) nodes that have children outside of G∗

i
, we obtain a new

4The omitted links are still defined in another local DAG G j where the variables of both graphs Gi and G j

have a non-empty intersection.
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subgraph G′
i
withV′

i
. The set of variables in G∗

i
which have children in other subsets of variables

V∗
j
, i , j is denoted by Qi ⊆ V∗

i
. For V′

i
, ∅, the set Vi\V

′
i
is V′

i
s Markov boundary BL(V′

i
)

if either (i) each node in Qi has at least one parent in the original partition G∗
i
or (ii) each added

parent has at least one child node which is not included in Qi.

Proof. According to the rules from Procedure 3.1 we obtain local DAGs Gi by adding
parents to original partitions G∗

i
; i.e. if a variable from G∗

i
is directly influenced by any

other variable X in the monolithic DAG G, then X becomes a root node in Gi. Since
each local DAG is obtained in the same way, nodes from Gi that have children in other
partitions G∗

j
will become parents in the corresponding local DAGs G j as well. These

nodes are members of set Qi in local DAG Gi. On the other hand, by removing these
variables from the DAG Gi they become external children of V′

i
, which means that they

are automatically included in the Markov boundary of V′
i
. Since all parents of nodes

in Qi are per definition part of the extended DAG Gi, the set of Pa(V′
i
) must contain all

external parents and the union Pa(V′
i
) ∪Qi must be a Markov boundary of V′

i
. �

For example, consider the initial partitions G∗
1
, G∗

3
and G∗

6
shown in Figure 3.5 with

variables V∗
1
, V∗3 and V∗6 from the sets 3.2, respectively. We can see that if we add all

parents to the initial partitions we obtain local graphs G1, G3 and G6 in Figure 3.6 for
the BN modules ψ1, ψ3 and ψ6, respectively. Note that, the edge between nodes M and
Ion in G3 is removed, following rule 2 in Procedure 3.1, while this edge is defined in the
original monolithic BN shown in Figure 3.1. However, this edge is still defined between
M and Ion in the local graphG1. Subsequently, following Proposition 3.1, we get the fol-
lowing Markov boundaries BL(V′

1
) = {M,Cond, Ion, Smell}, BL(V′3) = {M,T, Ion, S

Ion
2
} and

BL(V′6) = {T, S
Ion
2
} shown as white nodes in Figure 3.7. Clearly, the Markov boundaries

intersect such that Belief Sharing Contracts can be established between the BNModules.
According to d-separation we can verify that all the variables shown as gray nodes are
d-separated from the rest of the network in Figure 3.1 if we instantiate all the white
variables, i.e. the variables in the Markov boundaries.

M GasX

Cond Ion Smell

(a) G∗
1

CIon
2

CIon
3

CIon
4

SIon2

(b) G∗
3

EIon

(c)
G∗6

Figure 3.5: Initial partitionsG∗
1
, G∗

3
andG∗

6
corresponding to the graphsG1,G3 andG6 of the BNmodules

ψ1 , ψ3 and ψ6 from Figure 4.1b, respectively.

If, however, set Qi contains a node which is a root node in G∗
i
and it is the only child

of at least one added parent, then the set Vi\V
′
i
fully d-separates variables V′

i
from the

rest of the variables but it is not a Markov boundary. In other words, Vi\V
′
i
is a Markov

blanket (see Section 2.2.5 for a definition of a Markov blanket) [PdOM+07].
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M GasX

Cond Ion Smell

(a) G1

M T

CIon
2

CIon
3

Ion CIon
4

SIon2

(b) G3

T SIon
2

EIon

(c) G6

Figure 3.6: The initial partitions from Figure 3.5 with added parents shown as white nodes. Note that,
the edge between nodesM and Ion in G3 is removed, following rule 2 in Procedure 3.1, while this edge is
defined in the original monolithic BN shown in Figure 3.1. However, this edge is still defined between
M and Ion in G1.

M GasX

Cond Ion Smell

(a) G1

M T

CIon
2

CIon
3

Ion CIon
4

SIon
2

(b) G3

T SIon
2

EIon

(c) G6

Figure 3.7: Markov Boundaries BL(V′
1
) = {M,Cond, Ion, Smell}, BL(V′

3
) = {M,T, Ion, SIon

2
} and BL(V′

6
) =

{T, SIon
2
}. The variables that are included in the Markov Boundaries are shown as white nodes.

By using the design rules, we can construct local graphs Gi in which we can trivially identify
a set of variables whose instantiation renders the computation in the original partitions G∗

i
independent of other variables in the original monolithic graph G. Note that, the variables
included in the resulting Markov boundaries BL(V′

i
) are shared between different partitions Gi,

while the variables Vi\BL(V
′
i
) are used only in Gi.

The variables in the Markov boundaries are typically considered for instantiations,
since such variablesmediate the dependencies that exists betweendifferent localmodels.
Because instantiation can be costly it is important that the total number of variables in all
the Markov boundaries is kept small in order to reduce instantiation costs. The Markov
boundaries resulting from the design rules in Procedure 3.1 have the following property:

Proposition 3.2 (Overlap Markov Boundaries). If for each original partition G∗
i
there exists

V′
i
, ∅, and the set Vi\V

′
i
is V′

i
s Markov boundary BL(V′

i
), then each node belonging to

any BL(V′
i
) is contained in at least one other Markov boundary BL(V′

j
). In other words, a

Markov boundary BL(V′
i
) corresponding to any original partition G∗

i
intersects at least one other

boundary BL(V′
j
) corresponding to some original partition G∗

j
.
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Proof. Since the nodes fromQi are per definition parents of nodes in some other partition
G j, they must be also part of the Markov boundary of the variables from G∗

j
. This is a

consequence of the design rules from Procedure 3.15. �

In [PdOM+07] alternative construction rules are discussed in addition to the rules
given in Procedure 3.1. The choice of BNmodule construction rules might be important
to minimize the number of variables in the Markov boundaries, i.e. it is shown that
under certain conditions the choice of construction rules result in a minimum set of
variables in the Markov boundaries. For more details consult [PdOM+07].

AModular BN is a representationof someoriginalmonolithic BN. Suchamodular BN
must support computation of posterior probabilitieswhich are identical to the posteriors
computed from the monolithic BN, given some evidence. This is possible only if the
modular BN and the corresponding monolithic BN capture the same JPD over the
variables. If we create a modular BN by using the design rules in Procedure 3.1 we can
show the following:

Proposition 3.3 (Factorization). Assume a monolithic BN (G,P) of JPD P(V) and the corre-
sponding Modular BN with BN modulesM = {ψ1, . . . , ψn}, where each ψi = (Gi,Pi) is created
with Procedure 3.1. Let φi be the product of all local conditional probability distributions in Pi

of ψi. The normalized product of all factors φi of BN modules inM is identical to the JPD P(V)
captured by the monolithic BN:

P(V) = α

n
∏

j=1

φ j, (3.3)

where α is a normalization constant.

Proof. The correctness of Equation (3.3) can be shown as follows:

(i) According to rule 1 in Procedure 3.1 the union of all variables from local graphs Gi

is identical to the set of variables from the monolithic BN (G,P). Thus, all relevant
variables are included in the Modular BN, i.e. V =

⋃

i Vi.

(ii) Each conditional probability distribution to compute the JPD P(V) is included in
exactly one BN module ψi with DAG Gi. Namely, each node in G is included
in exactly one original partition G∗

i
. Thus, conditional probability distributions

relating only nodes from G∗
i
are unique to this partition. According to rule 2 in

Procedure 3.1 all parents are added to the original partition G∗
i
to create DAG Gi.

Consequently, we are able to assign conditional probabilities to nodes in G∗
i
that

have parents in other partitions G∗
j
.

(iii) By omitting relations between the added parents Pa(V∗
i
), we avoid the possibility

of replicating the same conditional probabilities distributions in different local BN
modules.

5We reduce the original set V∗
i
such that all children of the reduced set V′

i
are members of a Markov

boundary of another reduced set V′
j
.
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(iv) By setting priors of added parents in each local DAG Gi to a uniform distribution,
the priors required to compute P(V) are not replicated in the local BN modules.
If the nodes corresponding to root nodes in a local graph Gi are root nodes in all
graphs, then the priors of these variables must be used only once. This is achieved
if we keep original priors in the local graphs where the roots were not added. If
the roots in local DAG Gi correspond to a non-root node in the monolithic BN,
then the priors can be determined in other partitions through inference. Uniform
priors in local graphs fall out of the rhs of Equation (3.3), i.e. they do not affect the
computation of P(V).

Due to (i)-(iv) every (un)conditional probabilitydistribution to compute theP(V) appears
exactly once in the rhs of Equation (3.3). In addition, the rhs also includes a set of uniform
priors over variables that are roots in local models, but not in graph G. However,
uniform priors fall out of the rhs of Equation (3.3) after normalization. Consequently,
Equation (3.3) must hold. �

In [Xia02] it has been shown that shared variables between different subnets (in this
context called BN modules) must be d-sepnodes.

Definition 3.7 (d-sepnode). Assume a Modular BNΩ that consists of a setM of BN modules
ψi with variables Vi and let V =

⋃

i Vi be all the variables defined in Ω. Let S ⊆ V be the set of
variables that are shared between at least two BN modules inM. A shared variable X ∈ S is a
d-sepnode if in at least one BN module ψ j ∈ M all the shared variable’s parents are defined, i.e.
Pa(X) ⊆ V j.

D-sepnodes are a necessary condition for coherent message passing, i.e. correct
sharing of marginal probabilities between local modules. Additionally, CPDs defined
in the monolithic BN can be correctly assigned to local models only if shared variables
are d-sepnodes.

The design rules given in Procedure 3.1 guarantee that all variables in theMarkov boundaries,
i.e. the shared variables, are d-sepnodes.

Proposition 3.4 (d-sepnode). Assume that from a monolithic BN (G,V) a set of BN modules
M is constructed with the design rules in Procedure 3.1. For each BNmoduleψi ∈ Mwith local
graph Gi = (Vi,Ei) all the variables in the Markov boundary BL(V′

i
) ⊂ Vi are d-sepnodes.

Proof. Let’s assume any two initial partitions G∗
i
with variablesV∗

i
and G∗

j
with variables

V∗
j
where Pa(V∗

i
)∩V∗

j
, ∅, i.e. at least one of the added parents to the initial partition G∗

i

is included in V∗
j
. According to Proposition 3.1, each added parent X ∈ Pa(V∗

i
) ∩ V∗

j
, is

in the Markov boundary BL(V′
i
) and, according to Proposition 3.2 every added parent

X ∈ V∗
j
is also a node with children outside partition G∗

j
, i.e. X ∈ Q j. Therefore, we have

⋃

k

BL(V′k) =
⋃

k

Qk, (3.4)

i.e. the union of all variable sets Qk of each partition G∗
k
is the union of all Markov

boundaries. Because of rule (ii) in Procedure 3.1 we know that each node in some Qk

has all parents in Vk, i.e. Pa(Qk) ⊂ Vk then each node X ∈ Qk must be a d-sepnode. In
other words, due to Equation (3.4) every node in the Markov boundary of any set V′

k
of

BN module ψk with local graph Gk must be a d-sepnode. �
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3.6.2 Elimination of Cycles

Modularization of models introduces additional challenges regarding exact inference
based on message passing. One important condition the Modular BN must satisfy in
order to support coherent message passing is the hyper tree condition [Xia02]. A hyper
tree is a graph that captures the dependence structure between the BN modules, where
each BN module is represented by a hyper node that contains the variables of the BN
module. An important property of a hyper tree is that the variables of any non-empty
intersection between two hyper nodesHi andH j are contained in each hyper node Hk

on the path betweenHi and H j in the hyper tree. In order to show that a modular BN
corresponds to a hyper treewe use the theory on factor graphs. It is known that coherent
message passing is supported if the corresponding factor graph is a tree [KFL01]. In
addition, a factor tree can easily be transformed to a hyper tree by simply considering
each factor node as a hyper node capturing the arguments as variables and each variable
node as a connection between the hyper nodes. Thus, if a Modular BN corresponds to
a factor tree then also the hyper tree property is satisfied.

Consider the example in Figure 3.8a where a factor graph that corresponds to the
Modular BN in Figure 3.3 is shown, i.e. each factor in the factor graph corresponds to
a BN module in the Modular BN. Thus, the Modular BN in Figure 3.3 does not support
coherent message passing, because it is not a tree. However, through targeted variable
instantiations of certain variables in the Modular BN, cycles can be eliminated such that
coherent message passing is supported. In order to find the variables for instantiation
we use cluster graphs. In [XL03] it was shown that cycles in cluster graphs indicate
whether exact inference in the corresponding modular BNs is possible. In this context
types of cycles in cluster graphs play an important role.

Definition 3.8 (cycles). Let a cluster graph have a cycle ρ. If there exists a separator Si, j on ρ
which is contained in every other separator on ρ, then ρ is a degenerate cycle. Otherwise, ρ is
a non-degenerate cycle. A cycle over a set of clusters in a cluster graph is a path, denoted as
ρ = 〈C1, . . . ,Cn,C1〉

6. If cluster Ci and C j are on ρ and have a non empty intersection then we
say that their separator Ci ∩ C j = Si, j is also on ρ.

For example, Figure 3.4a shows two non-degenerate cycles ρ1 = 〈C1,C2,C3,C4,C1〉
and ρ2 = 〈C1,C3,C4,C1〉 and one degenerate cycle ρ3 = 〈C1,C2,C3,C1〉.

It was shown that a modular BN cannot support exact belief propagation using
message passing if it corresponds to cluster graphs with non-degenerate cycles [XL03].
There are basically two ways of avoiding non-degenerate cycles:

• Define BN modules in such a way that the modular BNs correspond to cluster
graphs containing either no cycles or only degenerate cycles. This might not be
practical in settings where different designers contribute modules.

• Non-degenerate cycles are eliminated by instantiating specific variables in the cor-
responding modular BNs.

We use the latter approach for the construction of inference graphswhich correspond
to modular BNs that support globally coherent inference based on message passing.

6Note that, the same notation is used for paths over nodes (see Section 2.2.2).
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Proposition 3.5 (valid inference graphs). Let’s assume a modular BN Ω = (M,R) which
corresponds to a cluster graph G = (C,S)with multiple cycles ρ1, . . . , ρn. An inference graph
G′ which supports globally coherent message passing can be obtained by cutting all cycles in the
original cluster graph G with the help of two methods, dependent on the cycle type:

• A degenerate cycle ρi is cut by eliminating the separator which is contained in all other
separators on ρi.

• A non-degenerate cycle ρ j is cut by instantiation of all variables from a separator on ρ j.

Proof. The proof makes use of relations between factor graphs and cluster graphs. A
modular BNΩ corresponds to a factor graph inwhich each factor represents the function
implemented by some BN module. Each factor graph, on the other hand, encodes a
cluster graphG. Namely, a set of variables connected to aparticular factor corresponds to
a cluster in the cluster graph. Thevariableswhich are sharedby factors in the factor graph
correspond to separators in the cluster graph G. We investigate the relations between
the loop reduction operations on factor graphs and the cycle reduction operations in
cluster graphs.

Elimination of separators: Let’s assume a factor graph with a loop in which (i)
variable X is contained in more than two factors and (ii) there exist two factors which
share only X (see for example variable M in Figure 3.8a). In such a case X is contained
in clusters which form a degenerate cycle ρi in the corresponding cluster graph G and
X corresponds to the smallest separator. For example, in Figure 3.4a variable M is
contained in each separator on the degenerate cycle 〈C1,C2,C3,C1〉. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the smallest separator consists of just one variable X. The
proof also holds if X is a set of variables. This can trivially be shown when considering
X as a hyper variable.

The loop formed by X can be eliminated from the factor graph through the grouping
transformation (see Section 2.2.6.1); i.e. we introduce hyper-variables which are formed
through clustering of X with other variables in the loop. In this way the node corre-
sponding to X is removed from the factor graph. The resulting factor graph encodes
the message passing paths which guarantee coherent message passing. Note that the
grouping transformation does not require redefinition of the local factors (i.e. local BNs),
because variable X is already included in these factors.

On the other hand, we can obtain an new graphG′ from cluster graphG by removing
the smallest separator from a degenerate cycle ρi in G (see [Xia02]). This separator con-
tains only variableX. The resulting G′ encodes the same messaging paths as the corresponding
factor graph obtained through clustering of variables. I.e. the remaining separators in G′

correspond to hyper variables in the factor graph which can be obtained through the
grouping transformation.

Instantiation of variables: Instantiation of a variable in a factor graph results in a
cross section (see Section 2.2.6.1); i.e. a variable and its links to the factors are eliminated
from the factor graph. This in turn corresponds to elimination of a variable from the
cluster graphs. Thus, by instantiating all variables from the separator Si, j ∈ S on cycle
ρ, these variables are removed from the cluster graph G and, consequently, Si, j ceases
to exist; i.e. the cycle is eliminated in the resulting graph G′. Again, G′ encodes the same
messaging paths as the corresponding factor graph obtained through instantiation of variables.

By applying the two approaches to reduction of separators for each cycle in the
original cluster graph G, we can obtain an inference graph G′ with a tree topology.
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Moreover, the messaging paths between clusters captured by G′ are the same as the
messaging paths between the factors in the corresponding factor trees supporting co-
herent message passing. For these factor trees we know that they support coherent
message passing, since they were obtained with cross-sections and grouping transforma-
tions on factor graphs [KFL01]. Thus, if Belief Sharing Contracts between BN modules
in Ω are established for each separator represented in the resulting inference graph G′,
thenΩ corresponds to a factor tree which contains all relations between factors required
for coherent message passing. �

Note that the presented approach to cutting cycles/loops does not require any modification
of BN modules (i.e. factors). If BN modules are fixed and correspond to clusters forming non-
degenerate cycles, then coherent message passing can be achieved only through instantiation of
variables.

In order to illustrate Proposition 3.5 consider the example shown in Figure 3.8awhere
variableM is contained in factors f1, f2 and f3 forming a loop between the corresponding
factor nodes. This loop corresponds to the degenerate cycle ρ3 = 〈C1,C2,C3,C1〉 in the
cluster graph depicted in Figure 3.4a. Note that, variable M is contained in every
separator on ρ3 and therefore this variable can be removed from the cluster graph. This
operation on the cluster graph shown in Figure 3.4a corresponds to variable grouping
transformation in the factor graph from Figure 3.8a: by grouping variables Cond andM
between factor nodes f1 and f2 we obtain hyper variable {Cond,M}; grouping of variables
Ion andM between factor nodes f1 and f3 to form hyper variable {Ion,M}. The remaining
variable node M between factor nodes f2 and f3 can be removed from the factor graph
because it is a redundant variable (see also Section 2.2.6.1). On the other hand, the loop
over factor nodes f1, f3 and f4 in the factor graph from Figure 3.8a corresponds to the
non-degenerate cycle ρ2 = 〈C1,C3,C4,C1〉 shown in the cluster graph in Figure 3.4a. By
instantiation, variable T is removed from all the separators and clusters in the cluster
graph which cuts the non-degenerate cycle. This operation corresponds to cross section
on variable T between the factor nodes f3 and f4 in the factor graph in Figure 3.8a. Note
that local functions of the factor nodes f3 and f4 do not change. The resulting factor tree
is shown in Figure 3.8b with the corresponding inference graph shown in Figure 3.4b.

3.6.3 Assembly of Modular BNs

We assume gradual assembly of modular BNs, where modules join the modular system
in a sequence. Addition of a new BN module can result in a modular BN which
does not support coherent message passing. Assume that we add a BN module ψi

to a modular BN Ω = (M,R) that corresponds to an inference graph G = (C,S). Let
Ci < C represent the new cluster for ψi which is added to G. If overlap with two or
more clusters in G exists and for each of these overlaps a new belief sharing contract is
established, then we obtain an inference graph with cycles. Consider the example given
in Figure 3.4a which corresponds to the BN modules shown in Figure 3.3. Let’s assume
an initial modular BN Ω with BN modules M = {ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6} and BN module
pairs R = {〈ψ2, ψ3〉, 〈ψ3, ψ4〉, 〈ψ2, ψ5〉, 〈ψ3, ψ6〉}) which is extended by module ψ1. This
corresponds to adding cluster C1 to the inference graph

G = ({C2,C3,C4,C5,C6}, {S2,3,S3,4,S2,5,S3,6}). (3.5)
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If a new belief sharing contract is established for each new separator we obtain a
new inference graph

G′ = ({C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6}, {S1,2,S1,3,S1,4,S2,3,S3,4,S2,5,S3,6}). (3.6)

Variables of C1 overlap with the variables of other clusters resulting in separators
S1,2 = {Cond,M}, S1,3 = {Ion,M} and S1,4 = {Smell}. Consequently, this results in three cy-
cles, namely the non-degenerate cycles ρ1 = 〈C1,C2,C3,C4,C1〉 and ρ2 = 〈C1,C3,C4,C1〉

and degenerate cycle ρ3 = 〈C1,C2,C3,C1〉. The new modular BN does not support
coherent message passing between BN modules if it corresponds to an inference graph
containing non-degenerate cycles.

In order to achieve coherent message passing without changing predefined BN mod-
ules obtained with Procedure 3.1, we introduce assembly rules which exploit reduction
of cycles by using Proposition 3.5.

Procedure 3.2 (Assembly Rules). Given an initial modular BNΩ = (M,R), we obtain a new
modular BN Ω′ by adding to Ω a BN module ψi, with the corresponding DAG Gi = (Vi,Ei)
according to the following procedure:

1. Check if inΩ there exists a non-empty set of BN modulesU ⊆M, such that the variables
of each BN module ψ j ∈ U with DAG G j = (V j,E j) inM intersect with the variables of
the BN module ψi:

U = {ψ j|Vi ∩V j , ∅ ∧ ψ j ∈ M} (3.7)

2. In case |U| > 1 then do the following:

a) Create a new graph G′ by adding (i) the variables ofψi as a clusterCi to the inference
graphG corresponding toΩ and (ii) by adding separators for all intersections between
the cluster Ci and all clusters C j for which Ci ∩ C j , ∅;

b) Find a set of all cycles χ in the graph G′7. If χ = ∅ go to step 3, else do

i. In case a degenerate cycle ρk ∈ χ exists, remove the separator Sv,w between
clusters Cv and Cw on ρk in G′, which is contained in every other separator on
ρk; Go to step (b).

ii. In case a non-degenerate cycle ρk ∈ χ exists, instantiate a variable X which is
contained in at least one separator Sq,r between clustersCq andCr on ρk. Update
G′ by removing X from each separator and cluster; Go to step (b).

3. Create a setR′ inwhich each BNmodule pair 〈ψi, ψ j〉 corresponds to a non-empty separator
Si, j between clusters Ci and C j in G′. Each pair 〈ψi, ψ j〉 corresponds to a Belief Sharing
Contract S〈ψi, ψ j〉.

Thus, G′ obtained in the above procedure is an inference graph used as a ’blueprint’
for the creation of Belief Sharing Contracts (Definition 3.2) captured by set R′. Note that

7Please, note that, we deliberately find the set of all cycles in each iteration of step (b), since instantiation
of variables or removing of separators can eliminate more than one cycle at a time. This can happen when
certain paths are shared between different cycles. Alternatively, we can keep track of all cycles and compute
exactly which cycles remain after instantiation of a variable or removal of a separator. However, to keep the
pseudo code tidy we prefer the former.
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the assembly rules avoid unnecessary instantiations in case of a weak non-degenerate
cycle, i.e. a non-degenerate cycle where the intersection of all separators on the cycle
in not empty (see also [Xia02]). Namely, in each iteration of step (b) a single variable
is instantiated instead of all variables in a separator on a non-degenerate cycle. This
way a weak non-degenerate cycle might be reduced to a degenerate cycle for which
no additional instantiations are required to cut the cycle (see Proposition 3.5). The
inference graphs allow a quick analysis which guides the cycle elimination process in
the Procedure 3.2. Note also, that inference graphs can easily be obtained at runtime if
the variables in each BN module are made public, which is a plausible assumption.

With the help of the design and assembly rules we can construct modular BNs that
support exact inference algorithms through coherent message passing.

Proposition 3.6 (Factor Tree). Let’s assume a modular BN Ω = (M,R) corresponding to
a monolithic Bayesian network (G,P) where DAG G = (V,E). If Ω is constructed using
Procedures 3.1 and 3.2, then Ω corresponds to a factor tree which correctly factorizes the
corresponding global JPD of (G,P).

Proof. A Modular BN corresponds to a factor graph because (i) the product of condi-
tional probabilities in each BN module ψi ∈ M defines a factor node fi(Vi), and each
uninstantiated variable in Ω corresponds to a variable node in the factor graph. Shared
variables defined by the Belief Sharing Contracts in R of Ω between two BN modules are
represented as variable nodes between the corresponding factor nodes. We can show
that the resulting modular BN has the following properties:

1. If the design rules from Procedure 3.1 are used, then each conditional probability
distribution P(Xi|Pa(Xi)) from the monolithic BN (G,P) is contained in exactly one
BN module (see Procedure 3.1). Consequently, the product of all factors from the
resulting BN modules captures the same JPD as the monolithic BN (G,P).

2. Since the assembly rules from Procedure 3.2 are based on the reduction of cycles
in cluster graphs introduced in Proposition 3.5, the resulting modular BN Ω corre-
sponds to a cycle free inference graph. Moreover, according to Proposition 3.5, we
know that such an inference graph captures all communication paths required for
coherent inference through message passing. Since the BN modules in the result-
ing Ω exchange beliefs over variables which are contained in the separators of the
inference graph,Ω corresponds to a factor tree which supports coherent inference
(see Proposition 3.5). Strictly speaking, the resulting modular BNs correspond to
factor graphs that can always be transformed to a factor tree using factor graph
transformations, such as, the grouping transformations and cross sections, without
changing the local functions of the factor nodes. Namely, if two BN modules share
more than one variable, these can be clustered in a single hyper variable node be-
tween the two corresponding factor nodes in the factor graph, without changing
the definition of influenced factors.

In other words, the resulting modular BN corresponds to a factor tree which (i)
correctly captures the overall JPD P(V) and (ii) encodes communication paths between
factors which support coherent message passing. �
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Due to Proposition 3.6 we know that a Modular BN constructed using the design
and assembly rules in Procedure 3.1 and Procedure 3.2, respectively, supports globally
coherent message passing.

In situations where the modules are added to the system without knowing the
monolithic model, additional tests are required to guarantee acyclicity (no directed
cycles spanning several modules) and the d-sepnode property of shared variables. For
these additional tests we can use the algorithms proposed by Xiang in [Xia02].

3.6.4 Privacy Issues

In practice, themonolithic model is often not available for explicit partitioning suggested
in rule 1 of Procedure 3.1 due to privacy requirements. Often different designers provide
their own BN modules where only certain interface variables, i.e. shared variables
between BN modules, are made public, while the internal variables of a BN module
and/or the relations between the internal variables are kept private. However, in order
to identify the shared variables in Procedure 3.2, information about the type of variables
in different modules must be shared between designers, while information about the
relations between variables can remain private. Often, such information about relations,
captured with CPTs, is considered most valuable.

In some situations the designer might knowwith certainty that the internal variables
are not shared with any other variables in the system. No information about these
internal variables need to be shared and can remain private8. Variables that are not
shared with any other variable in the system can be omitted from the cluster graph in
Procedure 3.2.

3.6.5 Distributed Reasoning ThroughMessage Passing

Distributed inference in an agent organization Φ is based on sharing partial beliefs be-
tween Inference Agents. Two Inference Agents are allowed to share partial beliefs if
between the BN modules in the Inference Agents there exist a Belief Sharing Contract.
If Belief Sharing Contracts are established according to Procedure 3.2 then the Inference
Agents in Φ implement a Modular BN that corresponds to a factor tree (see Proposi-
tion 3.6). In other words, with the help of the Procedures 3.1 and 3.2 the Inference
Agents in Φ are organized such that globally coherent inference through sharing of
partial beliefs is supported.

For example, Figure 3.9 depicts the agent organization that implements the Modular
BN shown in Figure 3.3. Each BNmodule ψi from Figure 3.3 is captured by an Inference
Agent Ai. The bidirectional links denote communication channels between Inference
Agents overwhich partial beliefs can be communicated. Note that, each communication
channel between Inference Agent Ai and A j corresponds to a Belief Sharing Contract
between two BN modules ψi and ψ j shown in Figure 3.3. Also, note that context
variable T is instantiated to avoid a non-degenerate cycle in the corresponding cluster
graph. The variables that are shared between Inference Agents are shown next to
the bidirectional links. Over these variables the partial beliefs, which are marginal

8It is assumed that this must be the case for the construction of MSBNs in [Xia02]. In this approach
independent designers of subnets must have sufficient domain knowledge to determine the shared variables
between subnets without sharing any information about private variables and their relations. However, in
general, the determination of separators requires sharing the knowledge of all variables.
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posterior probability distributions over the shared variables between two agents, are
computed. These probabilities are conditioned on part of the received evidence in the
agent organization and are computed with the help of Algorithm 1 which is running on
each Inference Agent.
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Figure 3.9: An agent organization of the modular BN shown in Figure 3.3 with BN modules ψ1, . . . , ψ6

captured in Inference Agents A1, . . . ,A6, respectively. The bidirectional links between inference agents
denote communication channels over which partial belief can be communicated. These partial beliefs
are defined over the shared variables Vi ∩V j of the corresponding Belief Sharing Contract S〈ψi , ψ j〉.

We assume a data-driven approach to probabilistic inference. Thus, when an agent
Ai receives a partial belief Pin(Si,k|E

t
k) from another agent Ak Algorithm 1 outputs dis-

tributions Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) for each Belief Sharing Contract that exist between the BN

module of agent Ai and the BN modules of other agents A j except agent Ak that sup-

plied the updated distribution Pin(Si,k|E
t
k) and trickered the local inference. In addition,

for each computed Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj), using Equation (3.8), all partial beliefs in the list

I
j

i
= Ii\Pin(Si, j|E

t
j), i.e. the list of all received partial beliefs except the partial belief that

was previously sent by agent A j, need to be multiplied. Note that, each Inference Agent
Ai keeps track of the latest received partial belief from each neighboring agent in the list
Ii. Before any partial beliefs are shared between Inference Agents this list contains only
uniform distributions for each set of shared variables Si, j with neighboring agents A j.
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In order to illustrate the belief sharing between agents let’s assume that agent A1 re-
ceives from agentA3 themarginal posterior probability distribution Pin(S1,3|E

t
3), which is

based on the evidenceEt3 in the branch connected toA1 via agentA3 (see Figure 3.9). S1,3

represents the shared variables between InferenceAgentsA1 andA3, i.e. the shared vari-
ables between the corresponding BNmodules ψ1 and ψ3; E

t
3 represents all observations

of variables in the branch defined through agents A3 and A6 up to the time t. Note that,
evidence includes observations of process variables as well as context variables. For the
sake of this example assume that evidence is available for variable M and, therefore,
variableM can be instantiated to state mi ∈ Dom(M)9.

For agent A1 in the agent organization in Figure 3.9 we have the list

I1 = {Pin(S1,2|E2),Pin(S1,3|E3),Pin(S1,4|E4)}.

When agent A1 receives partial belief Pin(S1,3|E
t
3) from agent A3 we update the list

with this new belief and Algorithm 1 computes Pout(S1,2|E
t\Et2) and Pout(S1,4|E

t\Et4) for
the neighboring agents A2 and A4 with the help of Equation (3.8) in Algorithm 1, i.e. for
Pout(S1,2|E

t\Et2) we get

Pout(S1,2|E
t\Et2) = α1

∑

V1\S1,2

P(V1)P(M = mi)Pin(S1,3|E3)Pin(S1,4|E4)

and for Pout(S1,4|E
t\Et4) we get

Pout(S1,4|E
t\Et4) = α2

∑

V1\S1,4

P(V1)P(M = mi)Pin(S1,2|E2)Pin(S1,3|E3).

In this particular case the term
∏

Cr∈Ci
P(Cr) in Equation (3.8) is substituted by P(M =

mi), since local evidence is only available for variableM ∈ Ci.
In order to compute a posterior P(Y|Et) for some variable Y over the entire evidence

set Et up to time t in BN module ψi Equation (3.9) in Algorithm 1 is used. Note the
difference in Equation (3.8) and Equation (3.9). In Equation (3.9)wemultiply eachpartial
belief Pin(Si,q|Eq) in list Ii, while in Equation (3.8) we only multiply the received partial

beliefs Pin(Si,q|Eq) from agentsAq in list I
j

i
which excludes Pin(Si, j|E j) received from agent

A j. In other words, the computed posterior Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) in Equation (3.8) is based only

on a subset of evidence, while P(Y|Et) obtained with Equation (3.9) captures the entire
evidence in the agent organization.

The local computation of Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) and P(Y|Et) in Equation (3.8) and Equa-

tion (3.9), respectively, can be based on any standard approach to belief propagation in
arbitrarily complex local BN, such as Junction tree propagation [Xia02]. Since a local
BN of an Inference Agent does not change, the corresponding Junction tree can be com-
puted prior to the operation. A system using Algorithm 1 has the following important
property:

9Note that, variable M does not have to be instantiated in order to facilitate correct inference in the agent
organization, since variable M is part of a degenerate cycle (see Section 3.6.2). We do this in the example to
facilitate the illustration.
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Algorithm 1: Local inference algorithm

procedure: LocalInference
input : Local BN module ψi = (Gi,Pi), where Gi = (Vi,Ei), of agent Ai; each

root node added to the original partition G∗
i
is assigned a uniform

distribution.
input : Distribution Pin(Si,k|E

t
k) over the shared variables Si,k. Pin(Si,k|E

t
k) is

communicated by another agent Ak.
input : Observations of states in the local DAG Gi; set of observed local

variables is denoted by Ci ⊆ Vi.
output : For each neighboring agent A j, except the agent that supplied

Pin(Si,k|E
t
k), compute and communicate updated distribution

Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) for the variables Si, j shared by agents Ai and A j.

init : Create a list Ii containing uniform distributions Pin(Si, j|E j = ∅) for each
set of shared variables Si, j with agent A j. Instantiate all observed
variables Cr ∈ Ci; Ci ⊆ Vi, including all context variables; i.e. set P(Cr)
to the corresponding point mass distributions.

Replace the distribution Pin(Si,k|Ek) in list Ii with Pin(Si,k|E
t
k):1

Pin(Si,k|Ek)← Pin(Si,k|E
t
k);

foreach neighboring agent A j except Ak do2

I
j

i
= Ii\Pin(Si, j|E

t
j);3

Compute partial belief Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) with4

Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) = α1

∑

Vi\Si, j

P(Vi)
∏

Cr∈Ci

P(Cr)
∏

Pin(Si,q |E
t
q)∈I

j

i

Pin(Si,q|Eq), (3.8)

where α1 is a normalizing constant, the set Ci ⊆ Vi represents the instantiated
context variables or observed evidence for any local variable Cr ∈ Vi, and
Pin(Si,q|Eq) is the partial belief that is received from neighboring agent Aq;

Communicate the computed partial belief Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) to agent A j;5

end6

For any variable Y ∈ Vi we can compute posterior distribution given the entire7

current evidence Et with:

P(Y|Et) = α2
∑

Vi\Y

P(Vi)
∏

Cr∈Ci

P(Cr)
∏

Pin(Si,q |Eq)∈Ii

Pin(Si,q|Eq). (3.9)

where α2 is a normalizing constant;
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Proposition 3.7 (sum-product algorithm). An agent organization Φ implements the sum-
product algorithm for the computation of posterior distributions over any variable in the system
if (i) Φ is based on the principles from Procedures 3.1 and 3.2 and (ii) each Inference Agent uses
Algorithm 1.

Proof. Since the construction of BNmodules and the assembly of these modules into an
agent organization Φ are based on the rules from Procedures 3.1 and 3.2, respectively,
we know that Φ corresponds to a factor tree (see Proposition 3.6). In addition, the sum-
product algorithm supports correct computation of a marginal posterior distribution over
the states of all variables in a factor tree (see also Section 2.2.6).

Thus, it is sufficient to show that the computation of marginal probability distribu-
tions in Algorithm 1 over variables in an arbitrary agent organization Φ implements the
sum-product algorithm. In order to facilitate the analysis, a few important features of the
resulting agent organization are emphasized first:

• Each InferenceAgent implements a local function over shared variableswith other
agents. This function, in turn, canbe representedbya local factor treewhose factors
are functions of shared variables as well as internal variables of the local BN. Thus,
local variables can be correctly marginalized out.

• Given a graph describing direct communication between pairs of InferenceAgents
in agent organization Φ, each neighbor agent Aq of agent Ai corresponds to a
branch rooted in Ai. Each branch consists of agents which collaboratively supply
a distribution Pin(Si,q|E

t
q) over shared variables Si,q. This distribution is based

on gradual marginalization using Equation (3.8), which incorporates the entire
evidence Etq from the branch rooted in agent Ai via agent Aq. Finally, distributions
supplied to Ai by all the branches are combined with the help of Equation (3.9).

• At each node Ai a local belief updating process is started upon (i) instantiation
of a local variable or (ii) receipt of the updated distribution Pin(Si,k|E

t
k) over the

shared variables between Ai and its neighbor Ak (see also Definition 3.5). First,
the corresponding entry for Si,k in list Ii is updated with Pin(Si,k|E

t
k). Next, for each

neighborA j, except forAk which supplied Pin(Si,k|E
t
k), we compute the distribution

Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) over variables Si, j shared by Ai and A j.

Given these properties, we see that if all agents use Algorithm 1, an instantiation
of any variable in any agent starts a data-driven belief updating process in which all
nodes in Φ run the belief updating algorithm in a sequence. Moreover, by analyzing
a sequence of belief updates Pout(Si, j|E

t\Etj) for the separator variables in each agent,

we can show equivalence between the operations in the sum-product algorithm and the
processing steps within agent organizations Φ where agents use Algorithm 1:

• Computation of Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) supplied to neighbor agent A j is based on (3.8)

and takes into account all entries in set I
j

i
= Ii\Pin(Si, j|E

t
j), i.e. distributions over

all separator variables supplied by different agents except Pin(Si, j|E
t
k), which is

the entry originating from A j. In terms of factor trees the output Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj)

represents a summary for variables Si, j supplied to agent A j; i.e. Equation (3.8)
implements the local function to variable step in the sum-product algorithm discussed
in Section 2.2.6.
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• Equation (3.8) includes also variable to local function step for each set of shared
variables Si,q. Namely, Ii includes all updated distributions Pin(Si,q|E

t
q) over set of

shared variables Si,q, except the distribution corresponding to the separator with

agent A j which is supplied with Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj). Let’s assume that Si is the set

of all different separator variable sets that are shared by agent Ai. Set Si can
be subdivided into groups Sr

i , such that Si =
⋃

S
r
i , where each set Sr

i consists
of separators Si,r defined over the same set of variables. The cardinality of this
set can be greater than one if multiple agents Ar share the same set of variables.
Consequently, the product

∏

Pin(Si,q |E
t
q)∈I

j

i

Pin(Si,q|Eq)

in (3.8) can be written as

∏

Sr
i

∏

Si,r∈S
r
i

Pin(Si,r|Er),

The second product multiplies all partial beliefs Pin(Si,r|E
t
r) over the same set of

separator variables Si,r provided from different agents Ar. This corresponds to the
variable to local function step in the sum product algorithm.

• Each summary Pout(Si, j|E
t\Etj) computed from (3.8) or P(Y|Et) computed from (3.9)

takes into account the entire set of currently available observations Etq from any

branch connected to Ai by its neighbor Aq. This becomes obvious if Pin(Si,q|E
t
q) in

(3.8) is expanded by recursively using (3.8) and specific elements in Ii. Note that
(i) the topology of the corresponding organization graph is reflected in the order
of summations and (ii) the summation elements are specified by Ii at each agent.

• In each agentAi the union of all partial beliefs in Ii reflects the set of all observations
E
t of the states of variables in the entire agent organization Φ except for the local

evidence.

In other words, belief propagation in an agent organization Φ implements all steps
in the sum-product algorithm processing information in a factor tree, whose functions are
represented through local factor trees corresponding to local BNs in Inference Agents.

Finally, for each variable Y in a particular agent Ai, (3.9) returns distribution P(Y|Et)
by using the inputs which were obtained through sequences of updates at various
agents using (3.8). In this way the computation of P(Y|Et) correctly incorporates all
instantiations of the nodes in the entire agent organization Φ. �

In other words, Algorithm 1, combines partial results of local standard inference
processes in such away that amarginal distribution over an arbitrary subset of variables
is globally coherent.

The presented approach makes use of local BNs directly and, due to the induced
conditional independences, the partial results from the local inference processes can
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be shared without any global synchronization and compilation of secondary structures
spanning several agents. From the global perspective, each evidence spawns a distribute
evidence process throughout the entire Ω. At the same time, from the perspective of
an individual agentAi, the algorithm correctly implements a sequential collect evidence
[Jen01,CDLS99]. This is achieved through the use of the input sets Ii, which contain all
distributions reflecting the total evidence over variables in various branches ofΦ, rooted
in Ai; change of any element of this set spawns recalculation of the distributions over
the variables in the local model of Ai. By using algorithm 1, a process variable from a
separator has both a role of an input and an output variable, dependent on which nodes
in Φ were instantiated.

The same algorithm can be used for the distribution of the prior knowledge; prior
probability over states of root nodes in each agent should be propagated throughout the
entire system of agents. Each agentA j joining an organizationΦfirst receives from anew
neighbor Ak distribution Pin(S j,k|Ek). As next A j runs the algorithm and communicates
the resulting distribution over the variables S j,k shared with agentAk. This spawns local
processing in agent Ak which in turn will communicate updated distributions over the
shared variables with all its neighbors except A j. Local propagation is used to compute
prior distributions over the separator variables and communicated to the neighboring
agents.

3.7 Discussion

In this chapter we presented design and assembly rules for the creation of modular
Bayesian networks (BNs). With the help of the theory of factor graphs we have shown
that the constructed modular BNs support globally coherent message passing for the
computation of posterior probability distributions over arbitrary variables. The design
rules are used to construct a set of BN modules from a known monolithic BN through
the use of the theory on Markov boundaries. Each shared variable in the resulting
BN modules is automatically a d-sepnode, i.e. all parents of each shared variable are
defined in at least one BN module. This is an important property required for globally
coherent inference. The assembly rules, on the other hand, can be used to assemble BN
modules into a modular BN that supports globally coherent inference. When no hyper
tree for the set of BN modules can be obtained, dependencies between BN modules are
reduced through targetedhard evidence instantiations of sharedvariables. With the help
of cluster graphs the variables that must be considered for instantiation can easily be
identified. The cluster graphs require information about the types of variables within a
module. Information about the relations between different variables is not required and
can thus remain private. If, however, the designer knows with certainty that internal
variables are not shared with any other variable in the system then the number of
disclosed variables can be reduced. Such variables do not have to be represented in the
cluster graph used in Procedure 3.2.

Instantiation of variables with hard evidence at runtime might sound very restric-
tive. However, in relevant domains, such as monitoring, this is often a viable solution.
In such domains the intersections of Markov boundaries of different local BNs are rel-
atively small. The BNs capturing the domain typically consist of several network frag-
ments which are conditionally independent given small sets of variables. States of such
variables can often be observed with relatively cheap sensors, measuring temperature,
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humidity, wind speed etc.
The assembly rules are executed upon addition of a new module to the system.

In order to guarantee coherent message passing in the new system, introduced cycles
spanningmultiplemodules need to be identified and eliminated through instantiation of
variables. The identification and elimination of these cycles can be done very efficiently
since the assembly rules are gradually executed. Thatmeans that a newmodule is always
added to a system that does not contain any cycles. Therefore, the introduced cycles will
always include the newly addedmodule and, also, the number of created cycles is often
very small. Consequently, assuming that the information to instantiate the variables is
readily available, the execution of the assembly rules scales very well with the number
of modules. Also, with respect to the distributed inference algorithm, reasoning can be
performed in a distributed and parallel manner which facilitates efficient execution of
the inference algorithm in large systems with many modules.

The design rules in Procedure 3.1 require that the monolithic DAG is known in order
to construct the BN modules. However, in practice, the monolithic model is often not
available for explicit partitioning suggested in rule 1 of Procedure 3.1. For example, in
the gas detection model in Figure 3.1 the designer of each sensor module knows only
the corresponding partition G∗

i
consisting of variables describing the internals of the

sensor, such as G∗3 in Figure 3.5b. The question is whether it is possible to determine
the variables that need to be added according to step (ii) in Procedure 3.1 to this initial
partition to form the BN module which can be used for inference? As it turns out in
the monitoring domain this is often possible. It is plausible to assume that only a few
variables from the unknown monolithic model directly influence partition G∗

i
. Namely,

(i) a sensor is typically specialized on measuring a single phenomenon, such as Ion for
ψ3 in Figure 3.6b and (ii) components of a passive sensor do not influence components
of other sensors and vice versa. Consequently, a single process variable has a direct
influence on G∗

i
. Other variables that should be added are context variables which

are usually well known, e.g. temperature T and humidity M for BN module ψ3 in
Figure 3.6b. Thus, in some domains, such as monitoring, adequate BN modules can be
constructed efficiently in a collaborative decentralized design process without knowing
the actual monolithic DAG G describing the underlying causal process.

3.7.1 Distributed Perception Networks

Most of the presented theory in this chapter has been implemented in a multi-agent
system called Distributed Perception Networks (DPNs). Currently, the DPN framework
is being used for the implementation of real world systems for crisis management. In
particular, DPNs are used for the construction of systems supporting detection of toxic
gases and localization of gas leaks [PGdO10].




